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NYU Conference Takeaways: Cautious Optimism Turns to Caution
 

The 41st NYU International Hospitality Industry Investment Conference wrapped up on

June 4, 2019, and the overall sentiment of the event was one of caution, a shift from a

sentiment of cautious optimism at conferences earlier in the year. Most expect the next

industry downturn to come soon, perhaps as soon as next year or early 2021. Absent a Black

Swan event, the expectation is for a correction rather than a deep downturn. Main takeaways

include the following:

Caution but Not Panic 

There is substantial equity and debt available for the hotel sector. The long‐term view for the sector is positive

and it is seen as less risky, over the extended view, when compared to other investment sectors. Investors that

may have previously sought IRRs at or above 20% in the sector may be settling for IRRs in the mid‐teens, which

remains more attractive than other asset classes. There is also a record number of people traveling, despite a

decline in China visitation, which is affecting select U.S. destinations.

Waning RevPAR Growth Forcing Investors to Find New Value-Add Opportunities 

The proliferation of new brands and continued additions to supply are keeping a lid on significant RevPAR

growth. Buyers are turning their focus to opportunities within hotel assets that allow for bumps in RevPAR and

revenue in other areas, above and beyond just riding the shallow wave of market average growth. Tactics such as

renovating and rebranding, refocusing certain the food and beverage outlets or creating new ones ﴾adding new

“experience driven” aspects that add revenue and don’t rely on market‐driven revenue lifts﴿, and/or repurposing

space as new retail outlets, as well as other similar changes to drive new revenues to the bottom line, are key in

developing a pro forma with future upside that isn’t reliant on average rates advancing significantly higher.

Unfortunately, these value‐add opportunities are becoming harder and harder to find.

Costs Are on the Rise 

Both labor costs and construction costs are on the rise, which are each taking their toll on expansion in the

sector. It is harder and harder to find staff members to fill positions at virtually all levels of a hotel’s operation,

particularly the line‐level positions. This is driving hourly wages higher, as hotels compete for fewer and fewer

available workers. The stricter immigration policies of the current administration are not helping an industry that

has long benefited from immigrants as a primary source of employees. Labor costs are rising 5‐6% in some

cities, which is not balancing well with RevPARs increasing in the 1‐2% range. Similar labor issues in the

construction sector are not helping new development either, as costs rise and the lack of labor are extending

timelines for construction considerably. With many construction and other materials sourced in China and

Mexico, the recently imposed tariffs are contributing to the rising costs. Finally, there is uncertainty regarding

potential future changes to the Affordable Care Act, and whether or not these changes will increase the

employers’ staff benefit costs. Increases in insurance expense and property taxes were also noted as concerns.

PIP Requirements Are Becoming a Bigger Hot Button in the Current RevPAR

Environment 

As more and more brands advance weighty PIP requirements on owners, more and more owners are finding

that reserves that have been set aside for four or five years are not significant enough to cover the

improvements, especially in light of escalating project and construction costs. These dynamics are already driving

more owners to sell assets, rather than manage through the cost and logistical burden of a substantial

renovation that may not ultimately lead to a significant and immediate RevPAR bump, a trend that is likely to
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increase.

Many Owners Are Taking Advantage of a Competitive Debt Market and Choosing to

Refinance Rather Than Sell 

A wide array of lenders is active in the market, including traditional players such as banks, life companies, and

CMBS, as well as numerous debt funds. The result is a highly competitive debt market, with interest rates even

lower than in recent years. On the whole, lenders are still disciplined, with loan‐to‐value ratios remaining below

the levels realized at the peak of the last cycle; however, many other loan provisions are increasingly subject to

negotiation. It is now possible to pull some equity out of a deal, leading some owners to choose refinancing over

a sale.

With all these factors being considered, buyers are being very careful to buy at the right basis. Knowing a

downturn is headed our way, no matter how shallow, buyers need to buy at the right price now given the near‐

term trajectory of NOI ﴾unless value‐add strategies can be implemented﴿ and where values may be positioned

three years from now. 

NYU remains the highlight of the summer hospitality conference season, and this year’s event was highly

attended. We remain laser focused on the hotel sector at HVS, and if you would like to connect with any of our

consultants or brokers, please let me know. I can connect you with the person most knowledgeable about the

challenges you may be facing.
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